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Journalism@DME
Jasleen Vohra from Doordarshan shares nuances of
anchoring with media students at interactive workshop
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In an effort to get the students industry-ready, Training and
Placement Cell of DME Media School organized a Workshop on
Anchoring with Ms Jasleen Vohra, Senior Anchor, Doordarshan,
as the expert, in Studio 62 on April 2.
The resource person was extended a warm welcome by Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media School. He
spoke highly of her skills and achievements in the world of
broadcast media and termed the workshop “an excellent
opportunity for aspiring news anchors.”
Ms Vohra began the session with anecdotes from her career,
highlighting the challenges she faced in the field of media and
inspired the students with stories of overcoming them. After an
overview, she engaged the students in various activities and
anchoring exercises wherein she offered her valuable instructions
and feedback.
She said, “Confident body language, an upright posture and eye
contact are vital while anchoring. It improves your presentation
and makes you appear credible and more believable.” She further
added that one can never lie to the camera. “Whether you are
happy, excited, angry, enthusiastic, disappointed, or holding any
sort of emotions within, the camera will capture and show it. It
catches even the tiniest movements.” She recommended the
students to deeply inhale and exhale all such emotions before
facing the camera.

In terms of the oratory skills, Ms Vohra stressed on the
importance of pauses, diction and pronunciations. “Your voice
must be modulated to suit the content. It helps add meaning to
your words.” She also suggested several exercises to students who
find it difficult to give adequate pauses or modulate their voices.
Having talked about the presentation skills, Ms Vohra then shifted
her discussion to the content. She strongly emphasized that every
aspiring anchor must keep themselves abreast with the latest news
and current affairs to speak about them fluently and raise valid
point. “Update yourself constantly with what's happening in and
around the world,” she said. She mentioned that it was of utmost
importance to research before every program, whether it is news
bulletin or an interview or any other program format.
In the final segment of this workshop, students raised their
doubts pertaining to the prerequisites for entering this field and its
future scope. The veteran anchor answered their queries and also
suggested some regular exercises for the serious aspirants.
Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School,
thanked Ms Jasleen Vohra for her gracious presence and the
enormously resourceful workshop. “Our students got the chance
to learn hands-on with such a seasoned anchor providing them
feedback. There was so much for them to learn and implement,”
she concluded.

Prepare yourself for multimedia careers, advises
Prof Ujjwal Chowdhury at DME-GMEC Roundtable
Priya Mishra
works on 720 degrees where apart from television,
newspaper and radio, social media platforms have also
become a medium of conveying news.
He said, “Any piece of news, today, can be seen as growing
from a tweet of a few characters to a full-fledged story of
thousands of words. It gets adapted into different forms of
media, all of which ultimately become available on your
mobile phones.” He, hence, suggested that aspiring
students need to equip themselves for a multimedia career.
Talking about different fields like Journalism, Advertising,
Event Management, he discussed how the pandemic has
redefined working of the media industry and what it means
for those working in it, or aspiring to.
Dr Saxena directed the roundtable discussion towards false
content circulating around in abundance. For which, Prof
Chowdhury pointed out the differences between
misinformation, disinformation and mal-information
while also explaining the levels of harm each can cause.
DME Media School, in association with Global Media
Education Council (GMEC), organised a roundtable
session on the theme 'Post Pandemic Media Careers' at
studio 62 on April 13. The session was chaired by Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Prof and Dean, DME Media School and
Vice President (GMEC), while the keynote speaker was
Prof Ujjwal Anu Chowdhury, Strategic Advisor and
Professor, Daffodil International University, Dhaka and
Secretary (GMEC).
At the beginning of the session,
Dr Ambrish Saxena apprised the audience about the
initiatives and objectives of GMEC. “GMEC is a global
professional body of media educators and practitioners,
and media institutes and departments of universities,” he
stated.

Students also joined in the discussion with their questions
about job prospects, skill enhancement, multitasking and
so on. Prof Chowdhury enlightened them with key insights
about media careers and summed up the session with his
suggestion, “"You must learn to sell yourself as a content
professional".
Dr Ambrish Saxena concluded the session by emphasizing
that our universities and our education system as a whole
need to adapt to the changing media industry and create a
balance of traditional and new-age curriculum.

Prof Chowdhury talked about the growing career options
in the field of media as well as the growing challenges in the
post pandemic time. “There are 5 types of media – on line,
off line, on air, on ground, and on mobile.” He explained
how today media not only works on 360 degrees, but it
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92 Anniversary of Dandi March
Experts reaffirm Gandhian approach to communication
Mohd Kamil and Priya Mishra

Students of DME Media School attended a one-day
symposium organised by Gandhi Smriti and Darshan
Samiti, Ministry of Culture, Government of India in
collaboration with the Delhi Journalists Association on
'Gandhian Approach to Communication' on April 5. It was
nd
organised on the occasion of the 92 anniversary of
Dandi March at Gandhi Darshan, Rajghat.
In the first segment of the symposium, many eminent
personalities from the sphere of media and academics
shared their perspective on the topic. The panel comprised
of Mr Ashutosh Jha, Bureau Chief ETV, Prof Pramod
Kumar, Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC),
Mr Umesh Chaturvedi, veteran journalist and Mr
Govindacharya, Social Activist. They inspired students to
adopt Gandhian views for communication and become a
good speaker and leader.
Mr Vedabhyas Kundu, Programme Officer, Gandhi
Smriti and Darshan Samiti, delivered a presentation on the
subject and discussed Gandhi ji's philosophy and the road
to nonviolent communication in depth.
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Following the discussion, speakers interacted with the
students and asked them questions regarding Media Literacy,
Nonviolent Communication, Misinformation, and Verbal
Communication.
In the second segment of the seminar, students were given the
opportunity to ask questions from the experts. Ms Priya
Mishra, Student, DME Media School, inquired about the
relevance of Gandhian nonviolent communication in today's
world. Another DME Media School student, Ms Ananya
Verma, inquired about the guidelines that journalists should
follow when writing about contentious political matters.
Mr Mohd Kamil, Assistant Professor, DME Media School,
also brought up a few points about employing the Gandhian
approach to communication to combat misinformation. It was
followed by a slew of other questions from DME Media
School students, who were ecstatic to be a part of the seminar.
Towards the end, experts encouraged students to learn more
about Mahatma Gandhi and to use his lessons and philosophy
in their daily lives.
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Face2Face is back with Season 3
Enthusiastic students share future aspirations in Episode 1
Kirti Mathur
Face2Face, Chat show with the Dean, made its comeback for the
third season on April 2, with Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and
Dean, DME Media School, hosting students Ishika Sharma of
third year, Abhishek Bajaj of second year, and Vinayak Yadav of
first year, on Episode 1.
The program began with an introduction by Dr Saxena wherein
he explained his ideas behind launching this series. “It is a web
series with real characters where students get to open up with
light-hearted discussions about their interests, experiences, and
aspirations.”
The chat started with Ishika Sharma
of the outg oing batch about
returning to the college campus for
offline classes. She said that
adapting to online classes back in
2020 had been a major challenge as
she missed the fun and productive
discussions of a real classroom. "I'm
very excited to be back in the college
for the last few weeks left until graduation and I look forward to
an amazing farewell."
Abhishek Bajaj, from Batch 2020, expressed his joy at physically
experiencing college for the first time. Adding a new perspective
on classroom learning, he added, "We had been studying online

since the beginning. But now, achieving the learning
outcome from this course is finally becoming a reality."
Vinayak Yadav, from Batch 2021, said that he
had been looking forward to attending college offline since day
one. "I was unable to enjoy my final year at school due to the
lockdown. At least I can enjoy my college life now," he added.
Discussing their careers, Ishika was proud to talk about her first
job and how supportive her parents were when she started her
first fashion business during the pandemic.
Abhishek expressed his wishes to build a
career in anchoring and teaching. He added,
"DME has helped a lot to polish skills
related to my field of interest." Vinayak, on
the other hand, said that he is exploring the
field. "I'm trying to participate in as many
activities as possible to get out of my
c o m f o r t z o n e a n d g a i n m a x i mu m
knowledge," he remarked.
Dr Saxena, while concluding the program, expressed his
happiness on the resumption of offline college. “At DME Media
School, we hope to create lasting bonds with our students and
face2face shall continue in this endeavour.”

Students get candid about hopes and

aspirations with Dean at face2face
Sajal Mishra

The second episode of 'face2face' witnessed a lively interaction between
the students of DME Media School and Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor
and Dean. Participants for the session held on April 9 were Prachi
Sharma from the outgoing batch, Nandini Srivastava from the second
year, and Ansh Pandey of the first year.
T h e s h o w b e g a n w i t h D r S a xe n a
introducing the students and mentioning his
observations about them and putting
forward the concept of this talk show.
Prachi initiated the conversation by talking
about her college days during the lockdown
and the difficulty she faced with practical
subjects in online learning. Nandini reminisced the good days of college
and all the knowledge she gained in the past two years. Sajal, being the
junior-most and newest to the college, mentioned that she is excited to
be in DME and looking forward to the journey ahead.
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The session moved forward where Dr Saxena talked about their interest
and desires. All three of them aspired to become an Anchor or RJ. They
also mentioned DME's role in grooming them and shaping their
personalities.
Dr Saxena then touched on the aspect of personal
life in college. Prachi talked about how she
interacts with everybody in her classroom, juniors
in the college and all the faculty members. Nandini
mentioned how she maintains relationships with
different people while Sajal spoke about the
exploration she is doing to meet new people and
learn.
The informal yet fruitful discussion concluded with students giving their
remarks on the program and thanking the Dean for providing them with
such an innovative platform of open interaction.
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Media School organizes CV Making
and LinkedIn Workshop for students
Sukriti Arora and Kalidas J Sreenivas
Training & Placement Cell of DME Media School
organized a workshop on CV making and LinkedIn
profile creation for its second-year students on
April 7 in the Seminar Hall with the objective of
preparing them for future job searches and career
enhancement. Ms Supriya Aggarwal, Founder and
Editor of The Humming Notes, was the resource
person for this session.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Prof and Dean, DME Media
School welcomed the guest and apprised students
about the benefits of LinkedIn. He said,
“Networking is the way ahead for career growth and
students have an opportunity, today, to understand
its nuances from this early stage.”
Ms Aggarwal started the session by emphasizing on
the importance of having a clarity about one's
professional goals. “Your plan of action needs a
direction. Your CV and LinkedIn profiles also carry
indications about what your goals for future are.
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She then elaborated on the differences between a
curriculum vitae and résumé, and provided tips for
drafting them effectively. She discussed various
formatting options and the appropriate language
for such documents. “A corresponding cover letter
is a must while applying for a job, irrespective of
your mode of application,” she said.
Further, Ms Aggarwal explained the importance
and the method of setting up a LinkedIn profile.
She explained various tools provided on the
platform that make it easy to find connections
within an industry and for landing jobs.
Her address was followed by an interactive session
with the students, wherein several doubts were
addressed by the resource person. Mr Vishal Sahai,
Assistant Professor, DME Media School, delivered
the vote of thanks and called the session “a fruitful
exercise in making students career-ready”.
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Demonstration Workshop: Hands-on
with professional blogging equipment
Vaishnavi Nair
Training and Placement Cell of DME Media School
org anised a Demonstration Workshop in
collaboration with CDM Technologies and
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. to apprise the students about
various professional equipment used for blogging.
The session was held on April 8 in Studio 62 with
Mr Raju Nair and Mr Rajesh Gaur from CDM
Technologies as the resource persons.

Dr Gaur discussed what a gimbal is, how to handle
it, and how to operate it. He then elaborated on the
numerous sorts of lenses that are used in blogging.
Dr Nair took the session ahead and talked about
various lighting configurations, camera options, and
mics available in the market for vloggers. Students
were then given an opportunity to use these
equipment for a hands-on learning experience.

Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME
Media School, welcomed the guests and highlighted
the significance of this workshop. He remarked,
“Development in every field is fuelled by
technology and same is the case for media. There is
no limit for the content one can create with
sophisticated tools at their disposal.”

Mr Vishal Sahai, Assistant Professor, DME Media
School, moderated the interactions between
students and the resource persons. Several real-time
challenges of blogging were discussed for which,
Mr Nair and Mr Gaur suggested ways to deal with
them. They demonstrated the use of various
equipment, their advantages and limitations.

Mr Nair and Mr Gaur began the session by
explaining the concept of blogging. They said,
“Writing good content is important but it's made
appealing with the help of visuals are more
important.” They discussed various equipment one
can use to enhance the quality of content and to
capture visuals more effectively.

Concluding the event, Dr Susmita Bala, Professor
and Head, DME Media School, said, “Creativity is a
prerequisite for blogging but executing that
creativity gets better with modern gadgets such as
the ones we have witnessed today.”
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SPARC commemorates Ambedkar
Jayanti with film screening of Article 15
Shiksha
st

On the eve of 131 birth anniversary of Dr B. R. Ambedkar,
SPARC, the Student body of DME Media School, organized a
screening of Bollywood film 'Article 15' at Studio 62 to sensitize
students about the issues of caste discrimination in India.
At the screening, Dr
Ambrish Saxena,
Professor and Dean,
DME Media School,
remarked that this film
was an apt way to
commemorate Ambedkar
Jayanti, which is also
known as Equality Day.
“The film is a reality
check, especially for
people who live in a
privileg ed world and
believe that caste-based discrimination is a thing of the past.”
Students engaged in a profound discussion on this matter after the
screening. They talked about the subject's uncliched treatment in
the film and its impact on their mindsets. “We have always known
that caste discrimination exists in India but this movie made us

view the issue as a jolting reality,” said Dev Chaudhry, Student
coordinator for the event.
“This film reminds us that we have not been able to realize the
visions of Baba Saheb Ambedkar till this day,” remarked Naiteek
Bhat, Student coordinator.
Ms Sr uthi VS,
Assistant Professor,
DME Media
School, said that the
film industry needs
to work on its
representations of
society. “Bollywood
needs to do more
than paying lip
ser vice to these
social issues. Every
nook and corner of our country has stories like these lying around
to be narrated.”
The event concluded with a unanimous praise for the film 'Article
15' and a deeper understanding of casteism in India which Dr B. R.
Ambedkar sought to eradicate.

Students grasp nuances of theatre at
acting workshop with Taabiir
Shiksha
Taabiir – The Theatre Society of Delhi Metropolitan Education –
conducted a 3-Day Acting Workshop from April 11 to 13 to help
students work on their skills and learn about expressions, voice,
costumes, and the background of theatre through different activities.
The first day of the workshop began
with warmup exercises under the
supervision of Mr Vishal Sahai,
Faculty Convener of Taabiir. In a funfilled session, he talked about the
importance and nuances of different
expressions, coordination, and
modulation in voice through a bunch
of physical activities.
The second day was led by the Student
Body of Taabiir – Shraddha Goyal,
Yash Sharma, Shreya Jha and Anish
Dhawan. They started with
introductions of each member to have
the ice broken and increase the familiarity amongst the students. They
then continued with an impromptu activity where students were divided
into groups of five and displayed their talents via their ideation,
implementation, coordination, and presence of mind. The critiques and
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appraisal of their performances was followed by a discussion with
Shraddha Goyal, President, who pointed out the areas of improvements.
On the final day, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean, DME Media
School and Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School,
presided over the workshop. Dr Saxena
highlighted the rich background of theatre, the
difference between street plays and stage plays
and much more. Dr Bala, on the other hand,
emphasized on the importance of costumes
and proper diction in theatre.
“I have learned to control my voice and
modulate it better for different emotions,” said
one participant. “I can see the variation of
expressions in the mirror now,” said another.
The workshop had a great impact on the
attendees improving their communication and
acting skills. “Students acquired selfconfidence and the knowledge of theatre through extremely engaging
and exciting activities on all the three days,” said Mr Sahai and
complimented the Student Body for doing an outstanding job.
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Small towns have big potential,
emphasizes Prof Sinha at VIS 35
Sambhavi Shree
As a leading author in the field of law and human rights, he talked about
the significance of teaching these subjects to every citizen and increasing
the levels of awareness. He emphasized on the supremacy of justice in
law and in life and said, “You have to do justice to yourself, your own
dreams and aspirations.”
Subsequently, Dr Saxena and Prof Sinha interchanged their experiences
with students about their careers, misguided notions about money and
power, and personal mantras for success amidst others. Ergo, the
students also asked several questions to quench their doubts.

Episode 35 of the Vibrant India Series, an initiative of DME Media
School for celebrating 75 years of India's Independence, featured Prof
Manoj Kumar Sinha, Director of Indian Law Institute, as the illustrious
personality. The session was held on April 15 in the virtual mode.
Dr Susmita Bala, Professor and Head, DME Media School, introduced
the concept of VIS and recapped the series so far, listing the eminent
personalities who have graced the episodes before.

In summation, Prof Sinha reminded the students to remain humble
no matter what. “Don't run after power. It does not belong to an
individual rather a position. Focus instead on becoming worthy of a
position and the power that comes with it.”

Further clarifying the idea, Dr Ambrish Saxena, Professor and Dean
DME Media School, said, “Our primary responsibility, as an educational
institute, is to provide all the value and input, which can inspire students
to follow the right path.”
Taking the virtual dais, Prof Sinha emphasized on how his modest
beginnings from a small town cultivated values like empathy, patience,
and compassion in him that keep him grounded and humble. He
mentioned that such origins were not a hindrance but aided in reaching
his goals. He recalled his college days and his teachers, who inspired him
and helped him realize his own passion. “Small towns have big
potentials,” he affirmed.

"Despite knowing they won't be here
for long, they choose to live their
brightest lives, trusting the light,
growing through the dirt,
believing in new beginnings."
Soumya Sen
DME Media School
II-Semester
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